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CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Terre SICILIANe IGT

This deep red coloured wine with purple reflections releases 
elegant notes of vanilla. The strong and authoritative flavour 
goes well with red meat dishes , rape salami and dishes with 
strong, long lasting flavours. 
Serving temperature 16-18°C.

GRAPES
CABerNeT SAuVIGNON 100% IGT Terre SICILIANe

WINEMAKING
Le uve, attentamente selezionate, dopo la diraspatura vengono 
messe a macerare e fermentare per circa 8-10 giorni a 
temperatura controllata; la fermentazione malolattica viene svolta 
in vasche d’acciaio inox. La maturazione del vino, che si svolge 
prevalentemente in vasche d’acciaio inox, viene poi completata 
da un passaggio di 5-6 mesi in barrique e da un ulteriore 
affinamento di 3-4 mesi in bottiglia.

ORIGIN
West Sicily
                                                                                                                       

SHELF-LIFE
Wine to drink immediately or to store for up to one year.

Via Antonello da Messina - Lotto n° 7
98049 Villafranca Tirrena - Messina
Tel. +39  0903378556 - Fax +39  090337162
www.cantinemadaudo.com

Code:    CB36
Color:    reD
Capacity:   75 cl
Alcohol:   13%
Typology:   IGT
Cap:    Cork
Bottles box:   6
eAN CODe:   8002308002818

The carefully selected grapes after being picked from the bunch 
are set to ferment for 8-10 days at a controlled temperature. 
The malolactic fermentation occurs in stainless steel tanks. 
The wine is then aged for 5-6 months in barrel, then spends 3-4 
months in bottle before release.



FRAPPATO
Terre SICILIANe IGT

This red wine with violet tones releases intense aroma 
of berries and fresh fruits. It goes well with cheese, 
salami and baked products but its ideal with every sort 
of starters. Serving temperature 14-16°C.

GRAPES
FrAppATO 100% IGT Terre SICILIANe

WINEMAKING
The carefully selected grapes after being picked from the bunch 
are put to steep for about 15 days at a controlled temperature 
in steel basins. The sharpening takes place in stainless steel for 
about three months and then for further three months in French 
oak butts. After being bottled this wine stays in the storehouse 
before being sold.

ORIGIN
West Sicily
                                                                                                                       

SHELF-LIFE
Wine to drink immediately or to store for up to one year.

Via Antonello da Messina - Lotto n° 7
98049 Villafranca Tirrena - Messina
Tel. +39  0903378556 - Fax +39  090337162
www.cantinemadaudo.com

Code:    Fr36
Color:    reD
Capacity:   75 cl
Alcohol:   13%
Typology:   IGT
Cap:    Cork
Bottles box:   6
eAN CODe:   8002308002801



NERO D’AVOLA
Terre SICILIANe IGT

Deep red wine with an intense aroma of mature fruits.
It has got an harmonic flavour with a touch of aromatic herbs.
It goes well with with salami, cheeses, red meat and game.
Serving temperature 18-20 degrees C.
Alcohol 13%

GRAPES
NerO D’AVOLA 100% IGT Terre SICILIANe

WINEMAKING
After the grapes are picked from the bunch they lay with their 
skin for 12 days at a temperature of 25 degrees. After drawing 
the wine from the vat the fermentation follows. It is made in steel 
basins and then for 6 months in barrique. After bottling a further 
one month sharpening in bottle follows.

ORIGIN
West Sicily
                                                                                                                       

SHELF-LIFE
Wine to drink immediately or to store for up to two/three years.

Code:    NA36
Color:    reD
Capacity:   75 cl
Alcohol:   13%
Typology:   IGT
Cap:    Cork
Bottles box:   6
eAN CODe:   8002308000999

Via Antonello da Messina - Lotto n° 7
98049 Villafranca Tirrena - Messina
Tel. +39  0903378556 - Fax +39  090337162
www.cantinemadaudo.com



NERO DAVOLA/SYRAH
Terre SICILIANe IGT

extraordinarly easy to drink this wine charmes for its fruity 
notes and spicy hints. Full bodied wine goes well with soups, 
stewed rabbit and duck, roast beef, rape sheep and goat 
cheese.Serving temperature 18-20°C.

GRAPES
NerO D’AVOLA (50%) SyrAH (50%) IGT Terre SICILIANe

WINEMAKING
After the grapes are picked from the bunch they are let lay with 
their skin for 12 days at a temperature of 25 degrees. After 
drawing the wine from the vat the fermentation follows. It is 
made in steel basins and then for 6 months in barrique. After 
bottling a further one month sharpening in bottle at a controlled 
temperature follows.

ORIGIN
West Sicily
                                                                                                                       

SHELF-LIFE
Wine to drink immediately or to store for up to two/three year.

Via Antonello da Messina - Lotto n° 7
98049 Villafranca Tirrena - Messina
Tel. +39  0903378556 - Fax +39  090337162
www.cantinemadaudo.com

Code:    NASr
Color:    reD
Capacity:   75 cl
Alcohol:   13%
Typology:   IGT
Cap:    Cork
Bottles box:   6
eAN CODe:   8002308002139
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